
SOME QUALITIES
Adaptable,  Adventurous,  Ambitious,  Attentive,  Balanced,   Calm,  Capable,  Careful,  Caring,  Cautious, 
Competetive, (self) Confident, Conscientious,  Courageous,  Courteous, Creative,  Curious,  Determined,  
Disciplined, Discrete,  Dynamic, Easy-Going,  Efficient,  Energetic,  Enthusiastic, Fair , Flexible, Friendly, 
Generous,  Hard  working  ,  Humorous,  Honest,  Idealistic,  Imaginative,  Having  Integrity,  Independent, 
Inspirational, Intuitive, Loyal, Moral,   Obedient, Objective, Open-minded , Optimistic, Original, Organized, 
Outgoing, Passionate, Patient,  Persevering,  Persuasive, Polite,  Precise, Professional, Punctual,  Quick-
witted, Realistic,  Reliable, Respectful, Responsible,  Sensitive,  Sharp, Sincere,  Sociable,  Spontaneous,  
Strongwilled,  Successful, Supportive, Tactful, Tolerant,  Trustworthy,  Understanding

EXPRESSING OPINION

Personal Point of View. Use these words and phrases to express a personal point of view: 
• In my experience… 
• As far as I'm concerned… 
• I'm convinced that...
• In my opinion…  / In my view..../ To my mind... / To me ....
• I feel...
• If  you ask me,...
• Personally, I think… / I don't think
• I'd say that… 
• I'd suggest that… 
• I'd like to point out that… 
• I (strongly) believe that… 
• What I mean is… 
• I seems to me that ...
• What strikes me most is that...
• What I find (shoking / striking / revolting / amusing ...) is that ...

General Point of View. Use these express a point of view that is generally thought by people: 
• It is thought that... 
• Some people say that... 
• It is considered... 
• It is generally accepted that... 

Agreeing with an opinion. Use these to agree with someone else's point of view: 
• Of course. 
• You're ( absolutely ) right. 
• I think so too. 
• Exactly. 
• I don't think so either. 
• That's true. 
• I agree (with you entirely.) 
• That's just what I was thinking. 
• I couldn't agree more. 

Disagreeing with an opinion. Use thee to disagree with someone else's point of view: 
• That's different. 
• I don't  really agree with ... I'm not sure I agree with... 
• That's not entirely true. 
• I'm sorry to disagree with you, but… 
• Yes, but don't you think… 
• That's not the same thing at all. 
• I'm afraid I have to disagree. 
• I'm not so sure about that. 
• It is questionable 


